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Abstract

Massive calculation tasks always show as a regular problem in the area of data mining. Many traditional data mining algorithms can only deal with small-scale input data and will run slower or even collapse when the input data increase. The problem above is always a bottleneck of traditional data mining algorithms. Better performance can be achieved if we can transplant these algorithms in cloud computing platform and make them run in parallel. Thus, whether the algorithm can be run in parallel properly or not becomes the key to solve the problem mentioned above. By analyzing the process of local linear regression algorithm, the bottleneck and the aspect which can be parallelized in these algorithms corresponding MapReduce algorithms are proposed, which handle the key problem of efficiency successfully. The research achievements gained in this paper provide a solution for MapReducing algorithms of data mining, and the experiment results show the effectiveness of the solution.
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1. Introduction

Regression analysis comes firstly with single-element regression, then extends to multiple regression [1-8]. Local weighted linear regression algorithm has main ideas: fetch a number of local data; then match polynomial regression curve from local dataset; so it’s possible to observe the rule and tendency that data show locally [9-15]. Common regression analysis creates model based on global data because it can describe the overall trend, but in reality, rules are not always of straight lines as described in the book[16-25]. We move forward the local range from left to right and finally one consecutive curved line is figured out. Obviously, the curve smoothness is closely associated with the selection of local data: local data is fewer, fitting is less smooth; conversely, fitting is smoother [26-35]. However the algorithm has a serious drawback. With more and more data waiting for regression, finding a certain quantity of local data from enormous data is a matter involving big amount of calculations. In order to solve the problem of high calculation of big dataset, we deploy the algorithm to implement in Hadoop cloud computing platform [36- 40]. Experimental results show that if allocate pending tasks equally into several times of the number of Mapper in the cluster, and make Mapper end at the same time, the proposed algorithm can reach good effect of linear acceleration [41-44].

2. Local Weighted Linear Regression Algorithm

Robust locally weighted regression algorithm (LWLR) was proposed by Cleveland [45], utilizing local observational data to perform polynomial weighted fitting of points waiting for fitting. It integrates traditional local polynomial fitting, local weighted regression, very robust fitting process and stepwise regression algorithm, its speed faster
than general linear regression; besides, its operator is chosen progressively. LWLR algorithm is widely applied in statistics and forecast field. When data amount is big, LWLR algorithm’s calculation is also big.

It has advantages like:
1. fast training speed;
2. learning complicated objective function;
3. information not easily lost;

It has shortcomings:
1. slow search speed;
2. easily mix with irrelevant attributes;
3. very big calculating amount, especially when the number of both user and item is huge, stand-alone machine requires several or more days to do calculations. Considering MapReduce frame allows user to disassemble a big problem into many small problems, let them solved through parallel operation in computer cluster, which helps improve greatly the operation efficiency; then deploy LWLR algorithm in MapReduce to run in Hadoop cloud computing platform.

Local weighted linear regression is a method based on internal memory. It does regression analysis of points close to samples in the training set. We’ll investigate from the following parts:
1. For the calculated local data, do weighting of them in different ways and compare the effect;
2. Let LWLR algorithm MapReduce framed and deploy it to run in Hadoop cluster;
3. Compare performance difference of LWLR algorithm implemented in Hadoop MapReduce frame and single computer, and the relationship between the improvement of operational performance and DataNode number in Hadoop cluster.

3. Steps Included in the Locally Weighted Linear Regression Algorithm

LWLR is widely used in statistics and forecast field. LWLR algorithm’s idea can be abstracted in these steps:
1. Calculate neighboring data points around predicted point from global data;
2. Do weighting processing of acquired local data points (through the most classical weighting pattern—Gaussian weighting model);
3. For data points after weighting, calculate regression coefficient and decide regression equation;
4. Make prediction calculation and do error checking of predicted data; determine regression effect to help user make decision.

3.1. Determine Neighboring Data Points

The first step of LWLR algorithm is to determine local data points, i.e. determine the nearest data points around the predicted point. An often used approach to determine local data points is KNN(k-Nearest Neighbor) algorithm [46], with the following ideas: compute the distance from predicted point to all data points in feature space; from them find certain point sets which are the nearest.

K-nearest neighboring classification algorithm is a theoretically mature method and one of the simplest machine learning algorithms. It has one assumption: if most of k most similar samples (the nearest neighbor) of one sample in feature space belong to a class, the sample belongs to the class. In KNN algorithm, selected neighbors are correctly classified objects. When making decision in classification, the algorithm decides its belonging category depending on one or more samples which are nearest to the sample awaiting classification. Theoretically KNN method relies on limit theorem; but in
classification decision-making, it’s relevant with very few adjacent samples. Since KNN method determines pending sample’s category by depending on limited and neighboring samples around instead of class field discriminant method. So for sample collection awaiting for classification whose class fields are intersected or heavily overlapping, KNN method works better than other classifying approaches.

However the algorithm is weak in classifying:

1. When samples are out of balance, if sample size of one class is very big and others’ are small, it may have the problem: when a sample inputs, samples belonging to big-size class in the K neighbors are in the majority. In that case, we can take the method of adjusting weight to correct it, i.e. make bigger the weight of neighbors whose distance from the sample is small.

2. Next the algorithm requires big calculation amount, because it has to calculate the distance between pending sample and all known samples so as to get its K nearest neighboring points; a question of this kind can be solved rather by means of cloud computing platform.

The specific description of the KNN algorithm is as follows:

1. \( N = \emptyset \)
2. For each \( d \in T \) Do BEGIN
3. IF \( |N| \leq k \) THEN
4. \( N = N \cup \{u\} \)
5. ELSE
6. IF \( \exists u \in N \) such that \( \text{sim}(t,u) < \text{sim}(t,d) \) THEN
7. BEGIN
8. \( N = N - \{u\} \)
9. \( N = N \cup \{d\} \)
10. END
11. END
12. \( c = \text{class related to such } u \in N \text{ which has the most number} \)

T is input the training data; K is the nearest number of samples; t is to be classified in the tuple; c is type of output.

Got k data points to calculate the distance between the test point to other points, assuming that any instance \( x \) with \( x = \{a_1(x), a_2(x), ..., a_n(x)\} \) to describe. The distance of the two instances can be shown as a formula 1.

\[
d = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (a_i(x) - a_i(x'))^2}
\]

(1)

d is distance between two points; \( a_i(x) \) is related value of instance X in the dimension i, which is used to calculate the Euler distance between two instances.

3.2 Local Data Point Weighted Processing

By distance to do weighted calculation, the distance of the weighted function is shown in formula 2.

\[
\hat{f} \leftarrow \text{arg max} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \omega_i \delta(v.f(x_i))
\]

(2)

Where, \( \omega_i \) shows the size of the weights calculated from the distance, it is shown in formula 3.

\[
\omega_i = \frac{1}{d(x_q,x_i)^2}
\]

(3)
$x_q$ is predicted point; $x_i$ is neighboring point of $x_q$; calculate the reciprocal value of distance between them, which is the value of weight; sure we can utilize other ways to get it. It is shown in Figure 1.
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In local weighted regression, point’s weight is calculated by distance; regression calculates the cost with weighted points; point’s weight can be obtained in various ways, of which the most often used is Gaussian model.

$$h_i \equiv h(x - x_i) = \exp(-k(x - x_i)^2) \quad (4)$$

Where $k$ is a smoothing parameter, determined by the following steps:

Make $n = \sum h_i$ to calculate the expectation and variance of the point:

$$\mu = \frac{\sum h_i x_i}{n} \quad (5)$$

Formula 5 is used to calculate the average mathematical expectation of the surrounding neighborhood.

$$\sigma_x^2 = \frac{\sum h_i (x_i - \mu_x)^2}{n} \quad (6)$$

The formula 6 is used to calculate the variance of the neighboring points.

$$\sigma_{xy} = \frac{\sum h_i (x_i - \mu_x)(y_i - \mu_y)}{n} \quad (7)$$

The formula 7 is used to calculate the covariance of the two points around the neighborhood.

$$\mu_y = \frac{\sum h_i y_i}{n} \quad \sigma_y^2 = \frac{\sum h_i (y_i - \mu_y)^2}{n} \quad \sigma_{y|x}^2 = \frac{\sigma_{xy}^2}{\sigma_x^2} \quad (8)$$

We use the covariance of the data to calculate and describe the expected and variance of the data, and the expectation is calculated as the formula 9:

$$\hat{y} = \mu_y + \frac{\sigma_{xy}}{\sigma_x^2}(x - \mu_x) \quad (9)$$
Formula of variance is shown the formula 10.

\[ \sigma^2_y = \frac{\sigma^2_{res}}{n^2} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{(x_i - \mu)}{\sigma_x} \right]^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{(y_i - \mu)}{\sigma_y} \right]^2 \right) \]  

(10)

As indicated from calculated results, the variance-based method can reach best result, i.e. value of smoothing coefficient \( k \) which can minimize \( \sigma^2_y \) around the reference point.

3.3. Determination of Linear Regression Function and Regression Coefficient

Regression function is shown in formula 11.

\[ \hat{f}(x) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 a_1(x) + \ldots + \beta_n a_n(x) \]  

(11)

\( \beta_0 \) Beta is the constant term of the regression, \( \beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_{n-1} \) is the regression coefficient, \( \hat{f}(x) \) is the predictive value of regression.

\[ E_i(x_q) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{x \in k_{nearest\_nbrs\_of\_x_q}} (f(x) - \hat{f}(x))^2 \]  

(12)

Combined \( E_i(x_q) \) and \( E_2(x_q) \) were obtained.

\[ E_2(x_q) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{x \in D} (f(x) - \hat{f}(x))^2 K(d(x_q, x)) \]  

(13)

\[ E_i(x_q) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{x \in k_{nearest\_nbrs\_of\_x_q}} (f(x) - \hat{f}(x))^2 K(d(x_q, x)) \]  

(14)

Weighted processing for each point:

\[ \sum_{x \in k_{nearest\_nbrs\_of\_x_q}} w_i(x)(f(x) - \hat{f}(x)) \rightarrow \min \]  

(15)

3.4. Prediction Calculation

First of all, find out neighbors around the point (using KNN algorithm for calculation; for acquired neighboring point collection, do weighting treatment with mixed Gaussian model based on near and far distance to get the weight of each point nearby; then do weighting with relative weight and each instance point to obtain the actual value of points after weighting; next substitute points after weighting into regression equation to have predicted value. It is shown in Figure2.

4. Implementation of Local Weighted Linear Regression Algorithm in MapReduce

Looking back at the introduction and analysis of LWLR algorithm in the above, we can find easily the algorithm has huge amount of calculation and it’s very complex. When input data is tremendous, single machine running is extremely time-consuming. So, single computer processing enormous data with the algorithm is hardly implemented. Next we describe and analyze how to use LWLR algorithm to solve the bottleneck by advantage of cloud computing cluster after its implementation in MapReduce. LWLR algorithm is carried out in MapReduce in following steps:
4.1. Partition of Datanode

One of the core objectives of MapReduce frame is to maximize Datanode’s effective calculation time and make it do operation processing with possibly more time, which is also the main principle of data division in this part. Most of running time of MapReduce should be spent in service computing, rather than in frequent initialization and system communication. In the case of limited network bandwidth, we need to reduce as much as possibly communication capacity between mappers. We need determine the size of optimal data blocks according to given network bandwidth. Only by doing that can effective calculation time be increased and network communication be decreased.

The practical implementation of data division has direct connection with network attribute, and platform operation work property. So far no quantitative formula can describe it but merely an empirical equation. Guided by the above principles, the size of partition blocks adjusted as per real effect, the experiment can achieve the best effect.

4.2. Map Stage

At this stage, system needs assign the number of Mapper for initialization for each DataNode according to algorithm’s consumption of internal memory etc. First of all, Map function in Map class invokes distance to calculate modules, does distance calculation of data well partitioned in the above part, gets the distance from pending sample to each sample in the training sample set, and from it chooses K neighboring sample points which are closest to sample point; then, Map function calls calculation module to do weighting calculation of neighboring points to get weighted value of each adjacent point; finally, Map function calls matrix calculation module to calculate regression coefficient; with regression equation, it gets prediction value; then it does hypothesis testing, significance testing and calculation of confidence interval regarding testing data.

4.3. Reduce Stage

At this stage, post processing is done by data output format, no great significances. Without specific requirements, processing of output results can omit.

5. Experimental Analysis and Results

The experiment uses self-designed data, of which training sample set has 1000 samples and 100 classes; testing dataset size is respectively 300M and 580M, including thousands of testing samples. The dimension of the algorithm is open. The highest testing dimension
in the experiment is 20. But to make data be representative, we take 10-dimensional sample here. Testing sample data is shown in following mode:

| 1.2,  2.0,  4.3,  2.1,  6.0,  1.0,  9.2,  3.0,  7.3,  5.5,  8.1 |
| 10.0, 11.4, 35.6, 10.7, 15.8, 17.1, 20.2, 30.5, 19.1, 18.3, 12.7 |
| 119.0, 19.7, 124.6, 11.3, 251.0, 28.4, 36.1, 233.6, 79.5, 56.7, 9.8 |

Note: the training sample data is one more than the above data, and the last one is the sample size;

What’s to be noted is: since the least square method is used, the number K of neighboring points cannot be too big or small; small K can lead to lower fitness; big K will cause the algorithm to global regression, losing the original significance.

In the cluster, DataNode counts 2-8 units in seven situations. In the experiment, to confirm cluster superior over single machine, with fixed DataNode and experimental dataset, we divide each kind of dataset in the way of conforming to data partition principle. Then get mean value of consumed time by different partitioning ways and use as running time of the cluster performing with current node number and experimental dataset. Compare the running time and that of single computer with the used dataset to evaluate superiority of cluster. We test with sample size 300M and 580M in Hadoop cluster, performance speed-up ratio shown in Figure 3.

From testing with different data dimensions in single machine and cluster, we note speed-up rate is linearly dependent. The point is when there’s only one DataNode in single machine and cluster, cluster’s performance may decline due to spending of communication compared with single machine.

![Figure 3. LWLR Algorithm Speedup Ratio Sample Map](image)

Through comparisons, we see with growing data for processing, parallel computing frame works far faster than single machine. We also verified that to increase the efficiency of parallel computing system, it requires to improve its concurrency as much as possibly if system hardware allows.
The above analyses were made with simple data settings in the experiment. In the future, we need to investigate with more complicated data of higher dimension. Intensive studies will focus on statistical analysis and error checking of calculating data and accurate analysis of effect.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the principle, realization process and main defects of local weighted linear regression algorithm are introduced. A method of MapReduce is based on this algorithm is proposed, and the MapReduce of the algorithm is demonstrated by the cluster experiment, and the performance of the ideal speedup is obtained.
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